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Matter Content of the Universe

Quintessence program:

●Baryonic Matter
●Neutrinos
●Photons
●Dark Matter
●Dark Energy



Quartessence Program
Unified Scenario

Quartessence Baryonic Matter

●

Candidates: 1) Chaplygin gas models
                       2) fluid with Bulk Viscous pressure



First Candidate: Chaplygin Gas

●The Chaplygin gas equation of 
state is given by

●Chaplygin introduced his equation of state 
as a convenient soluble model to study 
the lifting force on a plane wing in 
aerodynamics (1904).



Chaplygin Gas: Some background results

●For a FLRW universe, a fluid with density ρ and 
pressure p, must satisfy the conservation law

This equation can be easily integrated leading to

  



Generalized Chaplygin Gas: New parameter α

X-Chaplygin: some mutations...
●New generalized Chaplygin gas:                               Xin Zhang, Feng-Quan Wu  and Jingfei Zhang              

                                                                                                    JCAP01(2006)003 

●Modified Chaplygin gas:                                           Ujjal Debnath, Asit Banerjee and Subenoy Chakraborty      
                                                                                                 Class.Quant.Grav. 21 (2004) 5609-5618 

● Viscous generalized Chaplygin gas:       GCG +Viscosity              Xiang-hua Zhai, You-dong Xu, Xin-zhou Li 
                                                                                                      Int.J.Mod.Phys.D15:1151-1162,2006 

● New Modified Chaplygin gas.....

file:///find/astro-ph/1/au:+Zhai_X/0/1/0/all/0/1
file:///find/astro-ph/1/au:+Xu_Y/0/1/0/all/0/1
file:///find/astro-ph/1/au:+Li_X/0/1/0/all/0/1


Chaplygin Gas: Some background results
●Unification Scenario imposed from beginning:

                                       h=0.72!!!!



Chaplygin Gas: Some background results
●Supernovas: All parameters free to vary and unification not imposed from beginning.



Chaplygin Gas: Some background results
●Supernovas: All parameters free to vary and unification not imposed from beginning.

SNe type Ia data favor a unified model of 
the dark sector



Chaplygin Gas: Some results from perturbative analysis

●Oscillations or blow ups 
when α≠0.

●Some Solutions: 
*To include entropic perturbations
  



Chaplygin Gas: Some results from perturbative analysis
           

*Another solution: To include baryons in the system

A more realistic description must include a baryonic component! 

                                             

            Effect of baryons in the     
        power spectrum  (inside    
        solid lines)



Chaplygin Gas: Some results from perturbative analysis

 
● α=0 or α>3

● `` The fact that the group velocity csCh
 in media may exceed the light velocity
 in vacuum (unity in our notations) is not, 
in itself, unphysical.........what is really 
necessary in order not to violate causality 
is that the signal (or the wavefront) 
velocity should not exceed 1.``



Chaplygin Gas: Some results from perturbative analysis



Chaplygin Gas: Some results from perturbative analysis

● At perturbative level a more quantitative analysis  reveals some problems 
for the unification scenario.



Different results from different representations.



Second Candidate: Bulk Viscous Pressure

● The option of a viscosity-dominated late epoch of the Universe with 
accelerated expansion was already mentioned, long before the direct 
observational evidence through the SN Ia data.



Bulk Viscous Pressure: Non-adiabatic perturbations

 Cosmic medium described by                         with EoS               ,  

   where                   is the expansion scalar and                is the coefficient 

     of bulk viscosity (C. Eckart,  Phys . R ev. 58 (1940) 919).

● It is possible to find a correspondence with the Generalized Chaplygin gas EoS:

●We can extend the background results for the GCG to the Bulk Viscous fluid!
 However, differences appear at perturbative level !!



Perturbative dynamics: Chaplygin x Bulk Viscous

●Bulk Viscous:

●Chaplygin gas:



Perturbation Dynamics
Bulk Viscous Pressure x Generalized Chaplygin Gas



Power Spectrum: Bulk Viscous Fluid  





Bulk Viscous fluid x CMB

●Variation of the gravitational potential                             ISW effect!
●A blow up at large scales?

LCDM

Bulk Viscosity



Main Conclusions
●The parameter estimations for the Generalized Chaplygin Gas  

seems to be an open question.
●What range for α? Perharps the restriction α>0 must be 

imposed for all observational tests.
●Constraints critically depend on whether one treats the 

Chaplygin gas as true quartessence (replacing both dark 
matter and dark energy) or if one allows it to coexist 
with a normal dark matter component.

●Conclusions about background tests for the GCGM are 
compatible with the Bulk Viscous fluid. Bulk viscosity can 
drive the accelerated phase of the universe. However, 
the price to pay is the non-adiabatic perturbations.



One fluid Description:
Quartessence Fluid

Two-fluid description:
Baryons+Quartessence

Three-fluid Description:
Baryons+Dark matter+Quartessence fluid

Possible scenarios

● First approximation

● More realistic than the first one. 
Unification scenario.

● Chaplygin/Viscosity quintessence
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